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On Monday, March 4 , Amanda Zank, Marketing Director for the Mid-Atlantic region, was featured on Great
Day Washington, a popular morning news show in the DC region. The segment focused on telling your
brand story at the office while staying organized and productive. The clip also featured Rachel Rosenthal, a
local DC entrepreneur and founder of Rachel and Company, a professional organizing firm. Rachel shared
with viewers some of her favorite tips and tricks for staying organized at the office while staying consistent
with your personal brand.

When JLL’s DC team relocated its Mid-Atlantic headquarters in Washington, DC a few months ago, it was so
important for our local brand story to be told. Although we are one office of the amazing global firm that is
JLL, at the end of the day we live, work and play in the city of Washington, DC. When you step into our new
DC office, you know you are in DC. Screens with curated content, commissioned works of art and small
design details all pay homage to the city. Our DC connection is an integral part of our brand and who we are,
and we are excited that our office demonstrates that connection. Learn more about our new office and how
we got here at jll.com/DCstory.

We are also excited to welcome Rachel into our space next week to help us decorate and organize our new
workspaces! Stay tuned for a recap and pictures from the event.

About Rachel Rosenthal:

Rachel Rosenthal is an organizing expert and founder of Rachel and Company, a Washington, DC-based
professional organizing firm. Since 2007, Rachel’s firm has worked with 2,000+ clients, and teamed up with
prominent brands, including West Elm, Pottery Barn, The Container Store, and Four Seasons. Rachel’s
organizing tips and expertise has been seen by millions and in 60+ publications, including Real Simple,
Martha Stewart, House Beautiful, and local NBC, ABC, and Fox morning shows.
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